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ABSTRACT
Recommendation System (RS) gains considerable popularity from the
past decade in E-Commerce and other allied fields. This paper investigates
the various traditional Recommendation System like Content-based (CB),
Collaboration Filtering-based (CF), Demographic-based, Knowledge-based
and discussed current trends in recommendation system like location-aware,
context-aware, and Deep Learning techniques. Various improvements and
limitations in Recommendation systems have been listed out with evolution
metrics for analyzing the accuracy of the algorithms. This paper wellelaborated for the past, present and future scope of the Recommendation
System which would be useful for researchers to get familiarity with this
domain.
Keywords: Recommendation System, Content-Based, Collaboration-Based,
Knowledge-Based, Demographic, Deep Learning, Recommendation System
Applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In day to day life, we often provide recommendations to others people
based on their interests that diverse to various categories. After evolving the
web applications earlier1990s and increasing in the usage of the computers
almost by every person in their regular life, the need of recommendation
system has been evolved to handle a huge amount of data which are being
gathered especially through internet by various websites. Basically,
Recommendation systems (RS) provides the personalized and group-based
suggestions of various items (e.g., E-commerce products, movies, news
articles, holiday spots, insurance policies, websites etc). Nowadays, RS has
become an integral part of the majority of e-commerce websites1. Thus RS
such as Netflix, Amazon, Flipkart, Redbus, Uber, LinkedIn, Facebook and
other similar websites are interested to identify user preferences based on
their activities & information provided on their websites and in turn they try
to provide the necessary information and item suggestions (predictions)by
using RS algorithm as per their interest. For example, Professional social
networking website LinkedIn recommendation engine provide suggestions
that people we might know to grow our network on the site. As more than
250 million active users2 out of 500 million users currently registered on
the LinkedIn's website and not every user is recommended whereas the
recommendation model is able to narrow it down and only a few
suggestions are made to the users based on the various parameters like
working organization, location, working profession,
other users
collaborations etc that actually people we might know3. In Figure 1, shows
classification of RS.
Traditional Recommendation systems can be classified into contentbased, collaborative-based, utility-based, demographic-based and
knowledge-based systems 4. Apart from that, there are several new
recommendation systems like hybrid RS, trust based social network RS and
deep learning based RS 5. Recommendation systems generally consider the
various factors such as users interest, user profile, item features, user to user
correlation, item to item correlation, user-item correlation, geographical
location etc6.
Several research is done by the various researchers in the field of
recommendation systems in past decade, in this paper, various types of
recommendations system which is illustrated in section 3. In the later
section 4 various research works have been discussed within RS. In section
5, the limitations are also stated of RS and finally in section 6 concluded
with the possible research scope in the recommendation system.
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Figure 1. Recommendation system classification

2. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF REVIEW
The number of users in online is growing rapidly especially in
developing country like India in the past few years7. People tend to depend
on various online applications ranging from routine needs to generalize
needs like household product purchases, news feeds, music, movies reviews,
YouTube videos, digital marketing, web conferences, Facebook, Twitter, and
LinkedIn. There is tremendous growth in the usage of the various online
applications in the past decade8 where the increase in a number of users and
their usage in web applications, it is necessary to generate the huge amount
of data, based on their searches, interests in viewing items, visiting the web
pages, tags, likes or dislikes in social network platforms, comments,
reviews, and feedbacks. People have a tendency to confuse for choosing
their desires from the wide range of applications, products, newsfeeds, and
web links when the data in huge to search. In order to provide better
solutions to the users, the need for a recommendation system is required to
explore the user experience on the internet with a wide variety of
applications. Figure 2 depicts some of the statistics of users’ growth in India
in terms of buying through online from 2014 to 2020 (estimated) 7.
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Figure 2. Digital buying growth in India

3. TYPES OF RECOMMENDATION SYSTEMS
Over the past two decades, several types of recommendation systems
have been defined based on the advancements and requirements in online
and offline user needs. Various researchers have discussed content based
RS4,9–12, collaborative RS9,13–15, demographic based RS4,16 utility-based RS4,
knowledge-based RS4,13,17, hybrid RS4,5, intelligent fuzzy based RS18, social
recommender system 5, deep learning recommender system 19–21. In this
section, some of the important recommendation systems have been
described to analyze and understand the RS domain. In Table 1, below we
have mentioned various comparison types of classical recommendation
systems.
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Table 1. Comparison types of classical recommendation systems
Type
Collaborative
Filtering RS

Pros
 Feature Selection not
required.
 Produces Good results.
 Basic domain knowledge
sufficient.
Content Based RS  Not required item usage
data
 Avoids Popularity bias
 Comparison between
products are possible
Knowledge based  No Ramp-up problem
 No need to compute the
RS
similarity between the
users
Demographic
based RS

 Doesn't requires users
ratings.
 Utilizes the collaborative
and content based RS
approaches.

Cons
 Cold Start problem
for New users.
 Data Sparsity
Problem.
 New Item Problem.
 Full item description
required
 Cold Start Problem
for new user.
 Lack of diversity
 Extensive domainspecific knowledge is
required
 No dynamic
suggestion.
 Collection of user
information.
 Making demographic
clustering.

3.1 Content-Based RS
Content-based (CB) recommendations have its roots in Information
Retrieval(IR) System community and many of the methods have adopted for
recommendations from IR9.CB system is generally described by the
associated features of an item4. Consider an example of a particular product
consisting of various features like item name, item type, item department,
and item brand which describes the associated features of a particular
product. In this approach, preference has given on the item to item
correlation than the user to item correlation. Several methodologies are used
to learn about CB filtering like Decision Tree, Artificial Neural Networks
(ANN), Vector-based representations. CB Recommended System which
suggests similar items based on the user history. The Recommendation
process can be performed in three stages which are content analyzer, profile
learner and filtering components12,22. In the content analyzer, where the type
of information can be identified whether structured, semi-structured and
unstructured. Especially for the unstructured information it is necessary to
apply some pre-processing techniques in order to extract structured
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information. Profile learner collects the data relating to users interests,
likes/dislikes to construct the user profile by generalization strategy using
machine learning techniques. filtering component stage recommends the
items to the users based on the existing profile representations. In Figure 3,
shows the architecture for the CB filtering RS.

Figure 3. Architecture for the content-based information filtering
recommended system
In Xia, Di Fabbrizio, Vaibhav, and Datta 23 proposed a Content-based
Recommender System for Personalized coupons for e-commerce websites.
In the process, authors have analyzed the user's history of a shopping trip to
the merchant's website, users similarity, and items to provide the right
coupon recommendations to the users. They have framed the framework
using random forest and gradient boosted tree classification model. For the
experimentations, authors manually collected the users data from the
Merchant's website and analyzed.

3.2 Collaborative Filtering RS
Earlier recommender system Tapestry developed at Xerox, they
consider user actions and their opinions into the database and developed the
novel search system15. In general, we see similarities between users which
their likes, dislikes, interests. Based on these interests we use to suggest
products or items to others to the similar group of users. Collaborative
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Recommender System aggregates the recommender objects or the user
ratings of the items based on the commonalities of the users4. Considering
the following example, as shown in Figure 4, where three users Ua,Ub,Uc
and items called I1, I2, I3 if a user Ua like items I1, C, I3 user Ub likes items
I2, I3 and User Uc like I3. In this scenario for user Uc , it may recommend the
items I1 and I2 and for the user Ub it may recommend the items I1 1. CF uses
the user to item correlation has more advantages than an item to item
correlation5.

Figure 4. Collaboration filtering
Collaborative filtering is based on the similar preferences from the
users who rate similarly15. There is need of sophisticated filtering techniques
in order to recommend likely products to the users. For this researchers are
contributed two major techniques for collaboration Filtering recommender
system, which is memory based and model based4.Memory-based
algorithms use the information for user-item correlation to recommend a
product to the user which doesn't recommend before24. Memory-based
algorithms compute similarity measures using various approaches like
Pearson correlation, cosine similarities, mean squared difference, Jaccard
coefficient, Spearman correlation14, K-nearest neighbor Algorithm25,26. The
main challenges in the memory based techniques are data sparsity and
scalability, where sparsity refers to most of the users rates only fewer items
with that given model provide us the less accurate results, on the other hand,
scalability refers to increasing inflow information (both the users and items)
which doesn't handle the memory based techniques14. In Model-based
techniques which use to predict at what extent user will like a product/item
which doesn't occur previously. For this utilization of machine learning
models in order to train a vector of items for a particular user, which can
predict the rating of a new item that has been added using genetic
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algorithms, matrix factorization technique, Bayesian classifier, fuzzy
systems18, neural networks, and latent features 24.
Collaborative filter based RS is the most commonly used technique and
in Dang and Viennet27, authors proposed a social network community-based
approach which uses the various e-commerce sites as Last.fm, Delicious and
Epinion uses CF based RS to Predicts the similar type of tastes from their
social network groups from the users relations using cosine similarity,
LPTN Method and item ratings across various e-commerce websites.

3.3 Knowledge-based RS
In collaboration filtering, RS users are correlated with the item ratings.
Suppose a system consisting of less number of user ratings for the items in a
large amount of data, and then the system does not effectively recommend
items to the users. This is commonly referred as ramp-up problem13. In
Knowledge-based recommendation system does not have ramp-up problem
where the recommender system does not depends on the user ratings and
need not gather the individual user preferences because the recommender
system judgments are varied to individual tastes, and knowledge base RS
have the functional knowledge28 that should correlate the needs of user and
item4. In the knowledge-based RS users directly specifies the needs what
they exactly want and precisely the recommender system is customizable to
the specific domain17.
In Aggarwal 17 discussed one of the types of knowledge-based RS is
constraint-based recommender system for Online Home buying. They have
taken various customer-specified attributes like marital status, city, family,
Minimum required bedrooms, Maximum price etc for the data process.
Based on the customer profile which is then mapped with user input values
are used to recommend the desired products.

3.4 Demographic RS (DRS)
Burke4 elaborated demographic recommendation system relay on the
various personal attributes of the users and classify them into various classes
and make recommendations based on the categorizations. In DRS gathers
the information of demographics of the user U and its ratings I and identifies
the similar demographic users u and try to explore the user ratings of the
item I to provide recommendations in demographic classes28.
Zhao, Guo, He, Jiang, Wu, and Li 29 proposed new demographic
recommender systems on microblog for product recommendations to the
users. In this process they have come with a framework called METIS
(merchant intelligent recommender system) consist of purchase intention
detection based on the user tweets on microblogging platform, demographic
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information extraction of the users from the microblogging and product
demographic extraction and finally the proposed algorithms compute the
similarity of the products and users are performed and which subsequently
produces the recommendations to the users. For rigorous experimentation
and results analysis authors has used the largest Chinese microblog platform
Sina Weibo and largest e-commerce company Jingdong for product ecommerce database.

3.5 Location Aware RS
Location-based recommendation system extracts the information from
mobile devices that use to understand the user location and based on the
user rating history recommends various places like movie theaters, parks,
malls, museums, events near user location30. This motivates to further
extension of location aware recommendation system (LARS). Levandoski,
Sarwat, Eldawy, and Mokbel 31 proposed the new paradigm called location
aware recommendation system which methodology primarily works on
three different kinds of ratings varies from spatial user ratings for nonspatial
items, non-spatial user ratings for spatial items, spatial user ratings for
spatial items which consider user, user location, rating, item, item location.
In this LARS uses pyramid maintenance algorithm and travel maintenance
algorithm which provides better recommendations than traditional RS.
Pálovics, Szalai, Pap, Frigó, Kocsis, and Benczúr 32 proposed a
location-aware online learning recommender system for top product
recommendation using geospatial hashtags from twitter data. In their
findings methods such as matrix factorization, event content based hashtag
recommendation, nearest neighbor methods26 are weaker in the Product
recommendations. whereas in the author's framework uses the measuring
popularity, learning the importance of locations, geographical hierarchy to
recommend top N-product recommendations and the developed method can
be applied for hotels, movies, restaurants etc.

3.6 Context-Aware RS
Regular recommendation systems rely on the attributes of the user,
item, rating to predict recommendations using various approaches. To
enhance the recommendations a new attribute called context33 is introduced
to better understand and recommend the items to the users under specific
circumstances like when in a day, at what time34, location, seasons etc35.

This contextual information34 can be obtained from various approaches
like explicit, implicit and inferring. Contextual user preference gathering
and recommendations can be performed based on contextual pre-filtering,
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contextual post-filtering, contextual modeling35.
In Colombo-Mendoza, Valencia-Garcia, Rodriguez-González, AlorHernández, and Samper-Zapater36 proposed context-aware mobile
recommendation for Movie show time recommendations. In the proposed
framework called RecomMetz's mainly relay on the user position, user
profile and time. When a user request for the recommendations its uses the
user position, profile and time builds the contextual user preferences that
recommend the movies, movie theaters and their show times. Apart from the
above authors have introduced the crowd as another parameter which
analysis active users around for a particular movie theater and used the
social networking websites especially like Foursquare as a popular locationbased social network.

3.7 Topic-Based RS
There are numerous text data available in various forms on the internet.
In order to get the preferred text information and articles based on the
popularity, topic recommender system detects to fetch the right topics from
the tag cloud to the user preference37.
There is tremendous growth in micro-blog websites around the world.
In the growing digital era, which is difficult to find the relevant and
interesting topics in the microblog is a very tedious process. Zhang et al.38
had developed a topic recommender system for the Sina Weibo a popular
Chinese micro-blog website which more than 500 million register users. To
overcome the users search problem in Sina Weibo, authors has proposed the
topic based micro-blog recommender system based on topic based
clustering. In the process authors defined fours stages of development to
recommend the topics namely user data processing, extraction of topic
features, user clustering and microblog topic recommendations. The results
shown micro-blog topic recommends to the users up to some extent but not
full accurate38.

3.8 Artificial intelligence based RS
Artificial intelligence (AI) techniques like fuzzy logic, artificial neural
networks (ANN), artificial immune systems (AIS), swarm intelligence (SI),
evolutionary computing (EC) are playing a vital role in recommendation
systems since a decade. Fuzzy logic is used to finding out the pattern
recognition and handling of the uncertainty which able to deal with missing
data. ANN supports and suits for unsupervised learning and classification
problems which can determine the similar types of users. AIS are useful to
overcome the ambiguity issues and preference matching. Swarm
intelligence algorithms are non-linear, self-organized and scalable which
used to understand the collective behavior of the users to determine the
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nearest neighbors and performs clustering in a dynamic environment.
Evolution computing39 has defined from concepts of evolutionary biology
used to optimization problems and continuous optimization. There are
several methodologies are available to tackle the optimization issues namely
genetic algorithms, evolutionary programming and strategies. These are
helpfull in recommendation systems to finding out best neighborhoods and
optimizing online tasks40.
In Katarya and Verma 41 proposed a music recommendation system
using particle swarm optimization which is an AI-based Technique for
recommendations. Authors have proposed a hybrid music RS combining
collaborative, context features along with Swarm Intelligence. For this
process, they have taken the real world data set from the Last.fm a popular
music listing online portal more than 19 million music listings. They have
extracted the various temporal fields from dataset such as day, month and
time stamp. Based on the temporal attributes, utilization of the graph based
algorithms Depth-first search, Bellman-Ford algorithm, and Particle swarm
optimization techniques provides the popular music recommends to the
users from their preferences and behavior in different temporal features.

3.9 Natural Language Processing (NLP) Based RS
Natural Language Processing (NLP) can understand the sentences and
its structure, idioms and able to understand the human generate speech. In
the context, NLP has the ability to analyze the various forms of data and
performs the analysis of syntax, semantics and pragmatics42. In
Recommendation systems NLP especially used to perform the classification,
clustering, automatic learn rules by analyzing a set of examples. Methods
like WordNet synsets, keyword-based feature vectors, latent semantic
indexing and term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) are
popular classification and clustering techniques43,44.
Kamath and Kanakaraj43 proposed an e-news recommendation system
uses natural language processing through information extraction and domain
clustering. For the process, they have developed offline and online models
to process the data for e-news recommendations to the user. They have
categorizes the various articles like a business, cinema, politics, science, and
technology, world, sports etc. For the experimentation, they have used the
popular India e-news websites The Times of India, The Hindu, The Indian
Express and compared the results with existing plain keyword model and
which shows 3% - 5% improvements in article recommendations.
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3.10 Deep Learning (DL) Based RS
Deep learning21 is sub research area of Machine Learning, which gains
much popularity in recent years. Traditional recommendation system alone
is not sufficient to generate accurate recommendations for the new age user
needs with a lot of data. It needs to a deep understanding of the users, items
as well as user-item interaction. Generally three kinds of recommendation
tasks rating, ranking and classification predictions applied in traditional RS.
There are several deep learning techniques are widely using in various
fields20,45–47 which solves the supervised learning and unsupervised learning
tasks which provide superior results when compared to traditional RS21.
deep learning (DL) based recommender system can be implements in
various domains by understanding of various DL techniques such as
multilayer perceptron (MLP), auto encoder (AE), convolutional neural
networks (CNN), recurrent neural networks (RNN), deep semantic similar
model (DSSM), restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM), neural
autoregressive distribution estimation (NADA), generative adversarial
networks (GAN), DL based natural language processing (NLP). DL is
becoming popular in the last couple of years in recommendation systems to
tackle various recommendation tasks like articles suggestion, music, news
feeds, fashion etc. Matching the right user preferences is a big challenges
nowadays from the heterogeneous data under various circumstances. Deep
learning is a complex computational model consist of multiple hidden layers
to process and analyze the various forms of data for right preferences to
users48.
Nguyen, Wistuba, Grabocka, Drumond, and Schmidt-Thieme49
proposed a personalized deep learning based tag recommender system
which implements through the architecture model called CNN Per MLP
using the relation between the visual search image features and user. The
proposed deep neural networks uses the CNN, MLP as predictor and
Bayesian ranking optimization for ranking used to predicts and compute
relevant tags and user images as input to produce the rankings of the
relevant tags. For their implementation, they have considered the real world
data sets are NUS-WIDE and Flickr-PTR for the results and comparison
with the existing methods and its shows a marginal improvement from the
compared methods.

4. RELATED LITERATURE SURVEY
There are several recommendation systems introduced by various
researchers in mid-1990s. In Balabanović and Shoham 9, the Fab system
developed using content-based and collaborative recommendation system
which is a distributed application developed as part of the library project at
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Stanford University. In these experimental results proved up-to some extent
of combining collaboration and the content-based system works well but not
predicts the scalability issues.
Early-1999, the use of e-commerce growing steadily and e-commerce
companies are attracting the users by using various recommendation
systems. Schafer et al.15 has discussed various e-commerce platforms
(Amazon, eBay, levis, moviefinder.com, cdnow etc) along with various
recommendation strategies like non-personalized, attribute-based RS, itemitem correlation people-people correlation and explores various e-commerce
opportunities using recommender system. In this research, mainly focused
on how best to improve the revenue of the e-commerce using recommended
system has stated.
Later couple of years some good research work was done by the Robin
Burke13,4. In his research elaborated various RS types and noted about the
importance of knowledge-based RS13, and hybrid RS4. In his survey comes
with proven experimental results for model hybrid recommended a system
which is EntreeC, A combination of knowledge-based RS and collaboration
RS. The point of interest with the experiment of EntreeC is to prove that
collaborative filtering technique has improved performance over
knowledge-based RS acting alone.
As in mid-2000's the rapid growth in digital buying and the need of
recommender system is much important for any electronic commerce based
company. In that direction 18proposed a personalized online recommender
system using fuzzy rules and techniques. Here uses both domain knowledge
of the system and ephemeral of information by the user-generated with
multi-attribute decision-making method to get the personalized products by
the system effectively.
Vozalis and Margaritis50 proposed new hybrid algorithms known as UDemog and I-Demog which combines the collaborative filtering algorithms
such as user based and item based algorithms with the demographic
correlations between users or items and the similarity computed using the
dot product of two vectors, which produced better recommendations. For
this authors has taken Movie Lens dataset for experimental results50.
Pazzani and Billsus11 authors had discussed content-based
recommender system for item representation on structured, semi-structured
and unstructured data. This survey also focused on learning and modeling of
user profiles using decision tree algorithms like ID3, rule induction
algorithm like RIPPER, nearest neighbor methods, relevance feedback and
Rocchio's Algorithm11.
Unlike other recommender systems, the collaborative recommended
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system has much scope to get better results for the adaptive web. In Schafer
et al.15 briefly discussed various CF algorithms for adaptive web especially
under nonprobabilistic algorithms like user based and item based nearest
neighbor and its practical challenges. Then addressed the cold-start problem
& possible solutions for a new item, new user, new community but not
optimal. Also explores the some of the open challenges in privacy, security,
and trust in recommendation system.
Gong, Ye, and Tan14 discussed the importance of combining the CF
methods which are memory based and model-based to overcome the
scalability and sparsity problem and produce the better recommendations
compares to the traditional Strategies. As in this process new item, new user,
new community problems are not fully addressed14.
Su and Khoshgoftaar 1 had surveyed various CF techniques including
memory based, model-based and hybrid CF. This survey found useful in the
CF algorithm such as MDP (Markov decision process) for prediction
problem and latent semantic index (LSI) is a statistical method to uncover
user communities and model interest profiles along with traditional CF
techniques such as clustering and regression. It's important and necessary to
perform computations of various prediction accuracy metrics in order to
achieve accurate recommendations such as predictive accuracy,
classification accuracy, rank accuracy and normalized distance based
performance1. In Su and Khoshgoftaar 1 studies, authors elaborate on
metrics such as mean absolute error, root mean squared error and receiver
operative characteristics (ROC) sensitivity metrics and finally, authors
highlights the needs to overcomes the problems like data sparsity, shilling
attack and noisy data in future recommendation systems. Other
classification metrics such as precision, recall, F1-measures discussed in
Bobadilla, Ortega, Hernando, and Gutiérrez24.
Cremonesi et al.53 presented a cross-domain recommendation system
(CD-RS) which is based on the knowledge of one domain (source) should
be recommended items on other domain (destination) using artificial dataset
by considering various CF based algorithms53. Fernández-Tobias et al.54
provides CD-RS for ranking and diversity for Cold-start Problem using
Facebook & DBpedia dataset. Whereas ranking accuracy for cold-start
problem has improved and diversity showed different results which varies
from the domain.
As the CB filtering techniques have an important role to recommend
items to users for some extent, In 12 authors presented various CB internal
information filtering methods such as content analyzer, profile learner and
filtering component technique, also it is necessary to understand how an
item is relevant& useful to the user by providing explicit evolutions like
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relevance feedback techniques. There are several drawbacks mentioned in
the CB approach like limited content analysis, serendipity & New user
problem and the Authors also suggested solutions to limited content analysis
through semantic analysis methods, authors provide various views of other
researcher's possibilities to overcome serendipity and new item problem but
not provided any optimal solution12.
New user or new item problem4 generally referred as a cold-start
problem15 common in CB and CF recommendation system which was
addressed in Safoury and Salah51 by providing an evolution framework
using user demographic attributes by considering the Movie Lens data set of
100K. and accuracy measure used for the framework is mean absolute error,
root mean square error, precision, recall and F-score, as this approach solves
the cold-start problem up to some extent but not completely. In Al-Shamri52
summarized and experimented using unified profiling and isolated profiling
using Movie Lens dataset for improvement in user profiling approaches for
demographic recommender system.
Zhang et al.38 surveyed various deep learning techniques like
multilayer perceptron (MLP), autoencoder (AE), convolutional neural
networks (CNN), recurrent neural networks (RNN), deep semantic similar
model (DSSM), restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM), neural
autoregressive distribution estimation (NADA), generative adversarial
networks (GAN). Apart from that author describes various approaches like
single DL techniques, composite models and integrate DL with the
traditional RS. Among these AE, RNN, MLP is much widely using DL
techniques in the fields like image processing, video recommendations,
speech reorganization etc 21.
Wei et al.45 had proposed a deep learning based solution for the coldstart problem for items using a combination of CF based Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD++ ) and deep learning based Stacked by multiple
denoising autoencoders (SDAE) by classifying cold-start items into
classified to complete cold-start(CCS) and incomplete cold-start(ICS). This
approach uses Netflix dataset and recommendation results shown
improvement in CCS items but not in ICS items45.

5. RS IN E-COMMERCE
The e-commerce industry is growing rapidly and attracting millions of
users day by day and which is an unavoidable market sector nowadays.
Many of the RS methodologies have already adopted for various portals like
Amazon, Flipkart, eBay, Snapdeal for product recommendations 55.
Here in Figure 5, we presented global e-commerce retails statistics and
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future trends for top 10 E-commerce markets from 2015 to 2018 56.

Figure 5. Top 10 countries with e-commerce sales growth
In Figure 6, presented the percentage of frequent shoppers in the global
retail e-commerce industry for the year 2016, which we categorized into age
groups as frequent shoppers, occasional shoppers, and infrequent
shoppers56.

Figure 6. Percentage of frequent shoppers
Based on the above statistics, there is a tremendous need of the
intelligent Recommendation System which will scatter the needs of millions
of people around the globe, especially for the future e-commerce industry.
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5.1 Applications
Here we have listed out some of the real-world applications that make
use of the various recommendation system approaches.
Achakulvisut et al.10 has developed a content-based RS to recommend
the scientific publications using topic modeling techniques and tested on
Society of Neuroscience 2015 conference dataset, where CB based latent
semantic analysis, rocchio algorithm & nearest neighbor techniques are used
to get the accurate results based on user search keywords10.
Davidson et al.57 presented a personalized video recommendation
system for popular YouTube based on the user activities like user watched
videos, likes, favorite. For this author used similarity measures for the
videos and ranked for top N-recommendations57.
Wang et al.16 had presented a demographic based RS for the tourist
attractions by focused on six cities: New York, Paris, London, Rome,
Chicago and Berlin using TripAdvisor dataset considering museums, zoos &
aquariums. for this recommendations, authors used machine learning
approaches along with the demographic user data to predict the ratings and
to give attraction16.
Chu and Tsai58 had proposed a hybrid recommender system
(combination of CB and CF) by considering both text and visual
information from Taiwan's largest restaurant dedicated social networking
platforms to predict restaurant recommendations to the users58.
Cross-Lingual product recommender system59 has proposed using
naive CF for non-Japanese to recommend products on Japanese e-commerce
website Rakuten Ichiba and collaboratively identifies the same items at
Grouplens website & Japanese e-commerce site using translation pairs.
Mobile E-commerce is widely spreading nowadays and in Guo et al.60
had proposed an enhanced apriority algorithm for fast, accurate access and
retrieval of frequent itemsets for mobile e-commerce without losing
customer satisfaction. Experiments conducted by taking the dataset from
Taobao.com which is leading e-commerce website under Alibaba Group60.
Zhao et al.61 proposed a demographic based product recommender
system by analyzing the social networking website and shopping site. For
this process authors used the Chinese microblogging site SINA WEIBO and
e-commerce website JINGDONG for analyzing the tweets and online
reviews for better product recommendation using user demographic
attributes by matching the user profiles61.
Wu and Yan62 has discussed session-aware e-commerce
recommendation system for anonymized users using deep neural network
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framework by framing the session information embedding and list-wise
ranking framework. For this author used the CIKM Cup 2016 dataset be
used to test the algorithm for product recommendations62.
Jing et al.47 discussed for the low-cost computations using open source
deep learning framework caffe and Amazon web services used for the visual
search on Pinterest using deep convolution neural networks and clickthrough strategies for similar item recommendations47.
Visualization search recommendations become widely popular in the
last couple of years. Shankar et al.46 proposed a new visualization search
method called VisNet based on the unified deep convolutional neural
networks. The authors used the Street2Shop dataset for testing and later on
applied for India's leading online e-commerce site Flipkart which proves
superior visual recommendations comparing to existing methods like
AlexNet, PatternNet, ColorHist 46.

6. SUMMARY
Recommendation systems have its roots in the information retrieval,
cognitive science, and forecasting theories. A review on content-based,
collaborative filtering, knowledge-based, demographic-based, location
aware, context-aware, topic modeling, NLP, AI based RS and deep learning
based RS has been presented in this paper. It is identified that most of the
approaches the RS are not addressed the problems like scalability, sparsity,
synonyms, gray sheep attack, and cold-start & shilling attack. Some of the
hybrid RS addressed the scalability, sparsity, cold-start problems but not
completely overcome and cold-start problem still an open challenge for the
researchers. Recent advancements in deep learning techniques which are a
part of the machine learning, providing underlying solutions for the many
problems for the traditional RS that were also discussed. There are several
deep learning methodologies like MLP, auto-encoders, CNN, RNN which
already gained popularity in the fields like image retrieval, Image
processing, speech reorganization etc. Some of other DL techniques like
GAN, DSSM, MLP, RBM which needed to give more attention from the
researchers and these to be integrated with traditional RS in order to develop
a deep hybrid models to solve the traditional RS problems. There is a lot of
scope to implement these deep hybrid models on e-commerce industry for
the accurate recommendations and predictions for the millions of users in
the digital world.
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